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Carbon in Earth's mantle influences melting and dynamics;
significant carbon in the core would influence dynamics, thermal
structure, and physical properties. However, the abundances and
origins of carbon in deep Earth reservoirs are poorly constrained.

We performed experiments on carbon metal–silicate
partitioning at 37–59 GPa and 4200–5200 K [1] (Figure 1).
Carbon is ~2 orders of magnitude less siderophile at these
conditions compared to previous results at more modest
pressures and temperatures [e.g., 2–5].

Using a continuous core formation model for the Earth, we can
match the mantle's carbon content (120 ppm [6]) and
simultaneously reproduce the mantle's composition and core's
light element abundance (Figure 2). It is therefore possible that
Earth's mantle carbon originated from core formation, without a
late veneer. This approach results in a maximum core carbon
content of 0.09(4)–0.20(10) wt%, consistent with prior estimates
based on volatile depletions [7], and corresponds to a bulk Earth
with 370(150)–740(370) ppm carbon (78(12)–89(7)% carbon in
the core). For a bulk Earth with ~3000 ppm sulfur [8], the bulk
C/S ratio is 0.12(5)–0.25(11), most consistent with delivery from
carbonaceous chondrite-like precursors.

However, accretion of a late veneer is likely [e.g., 9]. We will
present results from core formation models that produce <120
ppm mantle carbon to constrain what fraction may have been
delivered in a late veneer, and discuss implications for the carbon
contents of the core and bulk Earth.
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